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immediately, the lambardar calls a village meeting and tells the village that the sikhs are evil and that
they must be killed. hukum chand has a change of heart and comes up with a plan to save all the
muslims on the train. he asks the lambardar for an army platoon to come to the village, but the

lambardar says he needs help from a traitor in the village. so hukum chand turns to a muslim girl named
haseena, and he asks her to pretend to be a sikh to get close to the lambardar. haseena begins to learn
the ways of the sikhs, and she becomes a very close friend of the lambardar. she helps him to convince

the lambardar to call for help from the army, and she manages to befriend the village women who are so
frightened that they cannot go to the meeting. the women become her allies. haseena succeeds in

convincing the lambardar to tell the villagers to give up the idea of war. the lambardar and the villagers
are surprised to hear this, but hukum chand isnt. he explains to the villagers that all the villagers have

come to the rescue of the train because they are still loyal to their muslim god, but that they should now
turn their attention to the sikh attackers who are evil. he says that the villagers are now attacking the

sikhs who are the baddies in this story. the lambardar tells the two men to find the muslims on the train.
they go to the station to find the muslim passengers, and the head constable is with them. he tells them
that the trouble will be taken care of, but if the muslims start shooting, the police will respond. they ask

for the train to be stopped. the muslim passengers go to the end of the train and the rear door of the
train opens, and they are about to step out when the lambardar stops them and tells them to get down.
the two men take the muslims to the nearest village. they ask the people there if there is somewhere

else to take the muslims, but the people tell them that they cant take them.
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the next day, the villagers are very excited, as well as the soldiers
who were assigned to protect them, especially a young soldier called
sid (roopesh sharma), and a local policeman named premnath (subrat

dutta). premnath tells the villagers that a daily train from pakistan
has arrived with sikhs and hindus from lahore, and that the next day

it will arrive with sikhs from delhi. he also tells them that the refugees
had left the camp, and are no longer in the area. the day of the

killings arrives, and all of the villagers are afraid that the ghost train is
going to arrive on time. the soldiers and villagers are on the lookout
for the dacoits who took the bodies to their hideout on the nearby

mountains. the principal actor is chittaranjan tripathi, who is an actor
who is a natural clown. he is a comic who never gets on anyone's
nerves and who always has a little leeway to exploit. chittaranjan
comes across as a serious man, because he makes everything so
serious. but his dialogue is funny and silly, and he is very funny as
well. even though he is a clown, he really did have some talent. he

was the first actor ever to play a role that was so complex and
serious, and play it completely without any kind of artificial limitation.

like i said earlier, the script was born purely out of budgetary
restrictions as writers whannell and wan deliberately wanted to write

a horror film as cheaply as possible. one that they could finance
themselves. inspired by low-budget movies such as pi and the blair
witch project, they decided on the concept of two actors, one room,
and one dead body. easily one of the best screenplays to read for

horror writers. 5ec8ef588b
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